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Abstract. While requirements elicitation remains a key success factor for soft-
ware projects, there is little empirical research on the elicitation methods. We
focus on fit-gap analysis, a requirements elicitation technique that is common in
practice, but hardly studied in requirements engineering research. Fit-gap anal-
ysis is a method for matching software products with the needs of customers,
with the aim to identify needs that are supported as fits, and needs that are not
as gaps. Through a grounded theory investigation of recording transcripts from
fit-gap analysis sessions, we provide empirical knowledge about this elicitation
technique. We determine and discuss the different categories of the topics con-
tained in a fit-gap analysis. Additionally, as a first step toward assisting analysts
in processing and exploring their analyses, we build and share a set of keywords
and phrases that can help automatically identify those categories within the tran-
scripts. We conduct an experiment for early validation, involving both students
and practitioners, that determines the relative perceived importance of the iden-
tified fit-gap categories. Finally, we derive implications for research in the field
that include our perspective on how tooling can assist analysts in fit-gap analysis.

Keywords: Requirements Engineering · Fit-Gap Analysis · Grounded Theory ·
Elicitation Techniques · Requirements Elicitation

1 Introduction

Requirements engineering (RE) is a crucial phase in software and information systems
engineering. Reaching a good understanding of the application domain, of the important
stakeholders and of the system goals is one of the key factors of preventing project
failure (e.g., over budget, cancelled, etc.) [11]. Requirements elicitation is concerned
with the activities of seeking, uncovering, acquiring and elaborating requirements [26].

Although non-conversational approaches to elicitation exist (e.g., surveys or so-
cial media analysis [14]), most requirements elicitation is done through conversational
scenarios, such as interviews, workshops, laddering [26,24]. This opens up mostly un-
tapped opportunities for speech-driven RE: the analysis of conversation contents aimed
at detecting and extracting requirements-relevant information.

Fit-gap analysis is a commonly used elicitation method, especially in a business-to-
business setting for enterprise applications such as enterprise resource planning systems
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[2,9,8,12,13]. Fit-gap analysis (FGA) compares the capabilities of a software product
and certain characteristics of the target organization [9]. FGA’s outputs include the iden-
tification of a need for customization [2] or product evolution as new customer scenarios
need to be met. Furthermore, the software vendor gathers information to configure the
software. Despite its adoption, fit-gap analysis is largely overlooked by the research
community.

In this paper, we conduct an empirical investigation of transcripts of FGA elicita-
tion sessions conducted in the software industry. Our study characterizes, through the
grounded theory lens [22,3], the key categories of information we could identify in the
FGA transcripts. Based on our study and a survey with practitioners and students, we
put forward hypotheses for future research.

We make use of FGA transcripts as they represent a comprehensive report of the
verbal discussion between business analysts and customer representatives. Our research
is enabled by recent trends in AI, particularly in automated speech recognition: several
high-quality, off-the-shelf, inexpensive solutions exist for converting audio recordings
into text. Our transcripts are generated automatically using Azure Speech to text. Since
this paper is concerned with theory building, we manually analyze the transcripts.

As this research takes a grounded theory approach to investigate the contents of a fit-
gap analysis session, without making a-priori hypotheses, we define a set of open-ended
research questions [3]. We define a main research question and two sub-questions:

MRQ. How do the contents of a fit-gap analysis transcript assist a business analyst in
identifying configuration and customization requirements?

RQ1. How to categorize content segments in a FGA transcript in order to support the
identification of configuration and customization requirements?

RQ2. What content segments in a FGA deliver the highest value to an analyst?

Through these research questions, we make initial steps in the under-explored area
of speech-driven RE, which emphasizes the identification of requirements-relevant in-
formation in conversational settings. For example, in elicitation sessions with stakehold-
ers, and other kinds of workshops. In this paper, we focus specifically on transcripts in
FGA sessions, and on the categorization of these conversations.

The foundations we lay are meant to guide future works in the speech-driven RE and
to create software tooling that assist analysts in reviewing transcripts by highlighting
the most relevant content segments for the fit-gap analysis. Automated processing of
fit-gap analysis transcripts is aimed to reduce manual effort (if an analyst would have to
manually go through the entire recording), and to improve the FGA process by allowing
an analyst to fully focus on the conversation at hand and to minimize note-taking. The
automation would also provide assistance in the creation of documentation, for part of
the relevant content segments would be identified in the transcript.

Through our research, we make the following contributions to the RE literature:

– We position fit-gap analysis within the landscape of requirements elicitation;
– Through grounded theory, we determine and discuss a categorization of fit-gap

analysis, and provide a set of keywords and phrases for identifying such categories;
– We report on an experiment with 7 practitioners and 36 students that assesses the

perceived importance of the resulting categories;
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– We empirically build a set of hypotheses to guide future research in speech-driven
requirements elicitation.

Organization. In Sec. 2, we position fit-gap analysis within requirements engineering.
Sec. 3 presents our research method. In Sec. 4, we discuss the case study and the relevant
findings. We report on the validation of the fit-gap categories importance in Sec. 5. We
present our implications in Sec. 6, followed by a discussion and outlook in Sec. 7.

2 Fit-gap in Requirements Engineering

Unlike software that is tailor-made for an organization, software products are developed
for a specific market to be sold to many customers [25]. Therefore, there is a need to
meet a constant stream of requirements from the market [25]. Software products are in
constant evolution, and are in different levels of maintenance. The study by Schach et
al. [19] revealed that 42.8% were in a state of emergency fixes and routine debugging;
13.8% accommodated changes to the software, 26.8% are actively being improved for
user enhancements, and 16.7% did not fall in any of these categories. This indicates that
the majority of software products are in a state of change.

Software product vendors need to deal with the heterogeneity in requirements from
the market. This often leads to customization of the product, on different levels of gran-
ularity. This can impact either a customer-specific version of the software, or the product
overall. We use a definition for customization based on the work by Light [13].

Definition 1 (Customization). Any customer specific change or addition to the func-
tionality available in the standard software product .

A popular method for managing mass customization is the creation of a product line, a
set of products that share similarities and are created from reusable parts [1]. Addition-
ally, many of the products can be tailored to customers through configuration. For this
research, we use the following configuration definition from Apel et al. [1]:

Definition 2 (Configuration). Set-up of a software product concerning a predefined
set of options used to tailor the software to the customer.

Configuration supports standardization in a software product while enabling customer-
specific deployments. A set of alternative options give the customer an opportunity to
configure the product. Unfortunately, designing software for reuse is a notoriously diffi-
cult and costly endeavor [12], and even then it typically supports a finite set of options.
Another common technique for reuse is clone-and-own development, which starts from
a template of the product that is customized for customer-specific deployment [17].
Cloning goes beyond configuration, facilitates development, and provides software in-
dependence. However, cloning is difficult to manage [4] and software developers often
don’t know the specifics of the instance they have to work on. Similarly to cloning,
other customization techniques such as controller change or interface change can be
utilized, each with their own set of challenges [10].

Regardless of the scope and implementation of customization, the underlying re-
quirements need to be identified through elicitation from customer organizations. This
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is often done through a fit-gap analysis, where current product functionality is mapped
against the processes and requirements of existing or potential customers.

In the literature, FGA is mostly studied within the ERP domain, as these are com-
plex software products covering many different business processes that might or might
not fit those of the customer [2,9,13]. However, the principles are valid for any software
product as they aim to support a process that might differ per customer. As the name
suggests, the outputs from a fit-gap analysis can be a fit between the customer needs
and the software product, or a gap in the functionality required by the customer. These
fits can be out of the box functionality or configuration requirements. Similarly, gaps
indicate customization requirements. Fig. 1 visualizes the inputs, process and outputs
of a FGA. For fit-gap analysis we use the following definition:

Definition 3 (Fit-gap analysis). A requirements elicitation technique that, based on
matching a customer’s needs with the functionality of a software product, identifies
needs that are supported by the current functionality as fits, and needs that are not as
gaps.

Software 
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Customer 
Process Flow

Standard Product 
Process Flow

Fit-Gap Analysis (FGA)

Fit
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Configuration
Requirements
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Fig. 1. Fit-gap analysis in the context of requirements elicitation for software products

Identified gaps can be dealt with in different ways. They can be developed specif-
ically for a customer, added to the product road-map [8], or ignored. This can depend
partly on the market position for a vendor. Tech giants like Google, Microsoft and Net-
flix have a strong market position which gives their customers few options for tailoring
the software to their processes. Additionally, they have so many customers that they
tend to use a data-driven approach in determining their road-map.

In a more general sense, consumer apps only support configuration in most cases,
while enterprise applications are often configurable and customized [25]. When the
customer has a position in which they can, and see the need to demand customization,
this needs to be scoped. In these cases, vendors with a less dominant market position
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may have to meet their customers needs, or convince them to adapt their process to
the software to ensure product sales. Often leading back to a FGA where all gaps are
identified, resulting in a document with suggestions for mitigating the gaps (e.g., wait
for a next release, or use this workaround) or costs for modifying the software.

In our research, we focus on identifying categories and key content segments in
these fit-gap analysis. We will discuss these in depth in the following sections.

3 Research Approach

We apply a relatively uncommon research method in information systems engineering:
grounded theory (GT). In line with the observations by Stol et al. [22], who argue that
most articles do not provide enough details about their application of grounded theory,
we provide a detailed view of our approach to make research rigor transparent.

While we make no prior hypothesis, as suggested by grounded theory guidelines,
our investigation is guided by our main research question (see Sec. 1), which aims to
analyze how an FGA transcript may contain content segments that assists an analyst in
the identification of configuration and customization requirements.

1. Data Collection. We conduct an industry case study, whose data was made available
by having the first author embedded in the case company. This data met our research use
case of an industry requirements elicitation with analyst-customer dynamics. The data
set contained recordings of the complete FGA performed at the customer. Therefore
there was no additional data to gather during the research for this case study.

2. Transcription of Audio Recordings. While we aim to build a low-effort approach
that can assist analysts, the time-intensive nature of transcribing contrasted with our
goals. We chose to use Azure speech-to-text system, as it supports creation and training
of a custom model. We trained this model using 14 sentences with domain terms that
visibly changed the performance, especially, with acronyms. Further training of the
model is likely to lead to higher accuracy levels. The resulting transcripts of the case
study recordings were used for the grounded theory analysis.

3. Grounded Theory Analysis. We follow the guidelines by Corbin and Strauss [3]. This
specific iteration of grounded theory was selected as we have a specific research goal
formulated in the open-ended research questions in Sec. 1. As suggested by Corbin
and Strauss, these are partially inspired by literature as well as our previous research.
Within our prior research, we were inspired by: i. a study of requirements-architecture
alignment, which revealed the need for customization in software products [20,21],
and ii. automated documentation in medical consultations, which showed feasibility of
automated processing of conversations [15].

4. Coding the Data. Data coding was performed using Nvivo 12 by the first author (the
Principal Investigator, PI). While coding the data, notes were taken and documented.
The set of categories used for the coding was not predetermined, and if a finding did
not meet the existing categories, a new (sub)node was added.

5. Memoing. Memo sorting was performed after each coding session, and used as an
input for the collaboration described in the next paragraph. The resulting categories, and
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memos have been discussed on a weekly basis with the other authors. Pieters and Dornig
[18] discuss their experience in collaboration in GT, detailing how their approach helped
the principal investigator challenge, clarify and support their critical thinking. As they
suggest, the PI made the final analytical decisions. These structured discussions on the
findings facilitated the continuous comparison of the data and memo’s collected during
the research. They also provided an opportunity for discussing and determining the
central category, and validating if the categorization was still valid for the new data.
Finally, part of the analysis has been coded by an independent business analyst, who is
not an author, to obtain feedback on the tagging and comparing the coded segments.

4 Fit-Gap Analysis Through the Grounded Theory Lens

We study an on-site FGA that took place over three days, contained in nine separate
recordings spanning a total of 12 hours with a word-count of 79.938. This analysis was
mostly in a one-to-one setting between a business analyst and the process owner at the
customer. The FGA focused on the implementation of the software product SCAN-
MAN, an accounts payable automation software. The product is a software solution
integrated in the ERP system JD Edwards, and provides automation for invoice pro-
cessing and approvals. It is offered through customer-specific installations that are con-
figured to match the processes of the customers, and in some cases customized. The
installation is often difficult due to existing customizations in the ERP system.

The case chosen for this research is considered unique and challenging by the case
company. The customer had unique scenarios, and was in a state of process transfor-
mation. We chose to study this specific case because we expect challenging FGAs to
result in documentation where the analyst is likely to miss out on some details. These
details could however, be found in the interviews transcripts. In the approximately 250
pages of transcript content, 304 segments were tagged in eight categories and nine sub-
categories. A set of 207 FGA keywords and phrases detected in the transcripts, the sur-
vey used in Sec. 5, survey results split between students and practitioners and tagging
statistics can be found in the online appendix3. As it contains confidential information,
the full transcripts cannot be shared.

4.1 Central Category: Fit-Gap Analysis Topics

In the execution of the grounded theory process, to determine the central category, we
went over multiple iterations and potential categorizations of the nodes identified in
NVIVO. As categories were identified, or existing categories were changed, the central
category was revised. Finally, we decided on the central category that matched our
scope and was general enough to able contain all but one of the categories we wanted
to focus on, Fit-gap analysis topics.

Each category that specializes the central category is discussed below, and a sum-
mary of the categories and their frequency (both in terms of tagged text and number of
tags) is presented in Table 1. We leave out Uncertainty, an identified category that does

3 Our online appendix can be found at https://zenodo.org/record/4587226
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not fit the central category. Uncertainty indicates segments in which the speaker seems
to have doubts or be unsure of their statements. While this is left out of the scope of this
research, we expect that it could be important in the detection of knowledge gaps, com-
pleteness of the information, or importance of a statement. We leave this investigation
to future research that could focus on the sentiment perspective of elicitation sessions.

Table 1. Observed presence of the FGA categories within the case study, and example phrases
for the categories (more can be found in the online appendix)

Category Text tagged Tags Example keywords & phrases
1. Current process 31.2% 35.2% “What we do”, “Different for us”
2. Future process 16.8% 18.1% “Look at”, “Our intent is”
3. Explicit requirements 12.0% 8.6% “We need”, “What would be nice is”
4. Questions 4.5% 19.1% “Could we say”, “What happens after”
5. Product functionality 7.2% 12.5% “Can [product]”, “General [product] practice is”
6. Organizational problem 2.1% 4.0% “Our pain points”, “Complicated”
7. Organizational details 0.9% 2.0% “All of our”, “Our company is know for”
8. Product motivation 0.1% 0.7% “The main reason”, “We’re looking to”

1. Current process description or discussion (as-is). Within the as-is situation we
distinguish two sub-categories. The general category is for segments that discuss the
current processes of the customer, relevant for the software product. In our case study,
these were the current accounts payable processes. The 1a. Customer-specific scenario
sub-category was used for segments that were not common use cases within the domain,
and either assumed by the customer to be unique for them, or identified as unique by the
analyst. These processes are expected not to be covered in the standard use case of the
software, and might lead to customizations or process change. Next to that, we use the
sub-category 1b. Example to indicate a specific instance which is described to illustrate
the current situation more specifically. For instance, consider the following quote:

“The IT department has their own ticketing system for their services, for ex-
ample repairs that need to be done. This means they have their own purchase
orders, which are not within the ERP system.”

This fragment has multiple possible implications for the FGA and the documentation.
Using the current process, the invoices for IT services do not map to a purchase order
(PO) in the ERP, and would have to be configured to go through a non-PO process in the
software. Alternatively, the process could be revised to ensure that the PO will be avail-
able within the ERP so it can be used in matching scenarios. The current process and its
sub-categories were the most occurring segments in the case study, both in frequency
(35.2% of tags) and presence (31.2% of text tagged).

2. Future process description or discussion (to-be). This category is used to denote
situations in which the analyst and/or the customer discuss the to-be situation of the
customer. This can be due to the use of the software product, or intended and suggested
revisions of customers processes. For the to-be process we use a sub-category 2a. Ex-
ample, similar to the as-is. Comparing the examples to those of the current process we
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see that this second category is more conceptual in nature as they denote a hypotheti-
cal future. For example, some are introduced with expressions such as “let’s say”, “a
scenario”, instead of terms like “what we do is”. They can also be differentiated from
general to-be process segments due to the use of employee names, or gender pronouns
like “he” or “she” instead of business unit names or “we”. A fragment of a to-be
process:

“We have the opportunity to have some of our big vendors send us EDI (elec-
tronic data interchange) files, or invoice files. So we’re debating whether we
just let these come in as EDI and load them in our ERP, or to come in as in-
voice files for automatic processing by [product]. But we’re leaning towards
having everything run through [product], so everything stays in one place.”

In this quote, the customer prompts the analyst on two alternative future scenarios,
aiming to assess which of these would be recommended from the software product point
of view. In the transcripts, we see similar examples of how the analyst and customer
cooperate to determine this to-be scenario. The to-be categories had the second highest
presence in the data-set with 18.1% of tags and 16.8% of text tagged.

3. Explicit discussion of certain requirements. In these segments, the customer states
a need regarding the software product. Additionally, we identified the sub-category 3a.
Negotiation, in which customer and analyst discuss the priority and necessity for these
requirements. Especially those requirements that we related to potential customization
led to negotiation, while configuration requirements were mostly stated and accepted.
This is logical from the software vendor point of view, for minimizing customizations is
the preferred option. These segments were often indicated by keywords like “we need”
or “we want”, with less obvious keywords including “would be an improvement”, or
“what would be good”. The following requirement, for instance, leads to customization:

“What will be really good really, really good is in the email if we have. If
someone is going to hit reject in the email they can select the different reject
reasons so they can click on one of them and hit rejects and it is moved back to
the ERP. And so we know exactly why they rejected it.”

From a software point of view, direct rejection through an email is challenging for
both design and technical reasons. For instance, allowing an email link to make di-
rect changes to ERP data is a potential security risk. Additionally, emails are generally
static, which makes it difficult to also link this to the different rejection reasons. For this
use case of approvals outside of the ERP, the software product has the option to use a
mobile application that provides these functionalities. This resulted in a longer negotia-
tion where the analyst was trying to find a way in which the existing functionality might
meet the customers need. In the end, this requirement led to a potential customization
for this customer, which was scoped and priced. Requirements had a presence of 12.0%,
of which 6.2% was negotiation in the percentage of text tagged. Requirements made up
8.6% of tags respectively.

4. Questions made by or to the analyst. This category groups three different cate-
gories of questions. Questions often overlap the other categories, and can indicate the
start of a conversation on a new topic, or in-depth discussion of an aspect of the current
topic. The first category we discern is 4a. Analyst question or prompt, in which the ana-
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lyst asks the customer a question, mostly regarding the current and future process. The
second category is straightforward: 4b. Customer questions about the product. Finally,
and perhaps less obvious, we have 4c. Customer questions on own process. These can
arise when the customer questions the rationale behind the current processes, or is ask-
ing other stakeholders for their opinions and expertise. We hypothesize questions to be
very useful in determining the topics and categories of segments of the transcript. For
example, consider the following question made by the analyst:

“Could you repeat again why we want to have approval for some vendors but
not others?”

This question concerns a certain requirement for the to-be situation, and indicates that
the following segment will discuss this. Similarly:

“The question is, can [product] read off of an invoice statement like this?”
Here, the customer makes a question that leads to a discussion of the product func-
tionalities. While questions had a low presence in text coverage (4.5%), although they
represented 19.1% of the tags. This occurred since they are typically short and their role
is to give the discussion a different direction.

5. Elaboration on the existing functionality of the product. This category is used
to collect segments in which the software product functionalities are discussed. The
analyst might bring up configuration (sub-category 5a), or give an example of certain
functionalities (sub-category 5b). The goals include elaborating on any uncertainties the
customer might have, discussing functionalities that need to be configured in one way
or another, or managing expectations about those that can be met by the software. An
example of expectation management can be seen here in the following fragment:

Customer: “I think in the demo it was said you can train the system. E.g. when
you see the words tax, freight or whatever, it will automatically add a line.”
Analyst: “How it works. It will check the tolerances you set ùp for voucher
match automation. So from there it will check is it within my bounds to auto-
matically accept this and if so process it. If this shipping makes it go above
this percentage or total limits that you set, e.g. so say they charge you 600 for
shipping while your gap is 300, it will fail to match.”

We see that there are limitations to “automatically” adding a line, based on tolerances
to prevent over-billing. Another observation from the customer’s comment is that the
demo of the application has created certain expectations and assumptions regarding the
software product. In this example the analyst manages the expectations by providing
further details about the functionality, and discussing its capabilities. These segments
made up 7.2% of the tagged text and 12.5% of the tags.

6. Organizational problem explanation. In these segments, the (potential) customer
explains some root causes for their challenges or problems in their organization. These
can impact the implementation of the software, and can for example be due to social
factors. For instance, resistance to change due to the impact on jobs. Or it may have to do
with the domain and circumstances of the customer, e.g. complex legal requirements.
For confidentiality reasons, we provide generalized examples as quotes can be of a
sensitive nature. These had a presence of 2.1% of the text, and 4.0% of tags.
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7. Organizational details. This category is used to denote segments in which the cus-
tomer introduces or talks about their organization, providing context about the setting
in which the product will be used. These details include the domain or sector as well as
the scale of their operations. For example:

“We have offices in multiple European countries, including the Netherlands,
Germany, France and Ireland.”

This can impact the configuration, for instance, because different tax setups are required
for the customer. Note that such information can often be found outside of the analysis
context, e.g., on the company website. They give the analyst a better view of the cus-
tomer, and we found them mostly in the early segments of the analysis. This category
had an overall presence of 0.9% in text with 2.0% of the tags. While this is true for
our case study, we expect that these segments will have relatively higher presence in an
analysis with shorter duration.

8. Motivation for using or acquiring of software product. This category refers to
segments in which the customer actively discusses their motivation for acquiring or
considering the software product. This might be because it helps them mitigate a prob-
lem they face, or because of an advantage compared to other competing products.

“The main reason we’re looking to [product] is not only to reduce amount of
time it takes to enter invoices in the system, but also the approval process.”

These quotes can help during prioritization, and they provide the software vendor with
further understanding of the customer’s needs. They can also aid an organization in
defining their product road-map, and focusing their sales pitches. These segments were
not very common in the case study, with less than 1% presence in text and references.
However, we did include these as they might play a bigger role in other cases.

5 Validation of the FGA Categories

The eight identified FGA categories were validated through a survey filled out by both
industry experts and students. The students took the survey as part of a workshop in
a master’s level Requirements Engineering course. After a short introduction on the
research, fit-gap analysis goals, and context of the software product, the survey partici-
pants were asked to conduct two separate tasks:

1. To rate the importance of two textual transcript fragments for each of the eight
categories on a four point scale (essential, important, not-important or irrelevant),
without being informed of the categories at this stage. A four-point scale was used
to minimize desirability bias [7]. In total, the participants rated a total of 16 frag-
ments randomly selected out of a set of 50 fragments.

2. To provide a total order of the importance of the eight categories, based on their
perception. Participants could drag the categories in their preferred sequence from
high to low importance.

This allows us to conduct triangulation; our findings concerning the importance of the
categories are therefore based on three sources: the participants’ evaluation of frag-
ments, the participants’ ranking of the categories, and our own experience. The survey
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was filled in by 36 students and 7 industry practitioners who were familiar with the
product domain. The average time spent on answering the survey was 16 minutes.

The box-plot chart in Fig. 2 illustrate the perceived importance of the categories of
our 43 respondents from the second survey task. In the x-axis, the value 1 represents the
highest rank (the most important category), while the value 8 represents the lowest. The
category means clearly show two groups. Of these the current process, future process,
and explicitly discussed requirements are consistently ranked as the most important
categories.

1.

2.

3.

6.

5.

8.

4.

7.

Most important Least important

Fig. 2. Box-plot chart showing the perceived importance of the categories, derived from the rank-
ing provided by the participants in survey task 2 (n=43).

When we look at the rating of the transcript fragments in the first task, shown in
Fig. 3, we see similar results to those in the category rankings (Fig. 2). This confirms
the importance of the three categories that had the highest rank: current process, fu-
ture process, and requirements. The “questions” category seems to be an outlier: its
fragments are rated as quite important, while it is not highly ranked as a category. We
reckon that this may be due to either the selection of the questions, or the formulation
of the category name, which was slightly ambiguous for some participants.

Comparing the student answers to those of the practitioners for the importance of
the fragments, we draw four main observations regarding the FGA categories:

– Current process: Practitioners judged fragments belonging to the current process
as more important than the students. With 86% of the ratings being positive, com-
pared to 68% by the students. Practitioners rated fragments in this category most
positively out of all categories, while in the student rankings it comes in 4th place.
We hypothesize that this might be because the students lack the domain knowledge
to identify the current process in the fragments.

– Product motivation & customer context: Students rate both product motivation
and customer context less importantly than practitioners. Practitioners rated the
fragments positively at 43%, and 36% respectively, while students rated these pos-
itively at 65 % and 49 %. The product motivation, also had the highest count of
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Fig. 3. Diverging stacked bar chart of the transcript fragment ratings in survey task 1

“essential” ratings in the student survey. This discrepancy may arise because prac-
titioners have access to these details via interactions that precede the FGA.

– Questions: The students rated the questions fragments more positively than prac-
titioners. The questions received 76% positive ratings by the students, making this
the second most positive ranking out of all categories. For practitioners, this was
57% positive, leading to a shared fourth ranking out of the categories.

– Positive answers: In general, the students rated more of the fragments as positive
than practitioners. They had an average positive answers over the categories of 64%
while the practitioners had 57%. This may be ascribed to the fact that practitioners
are more aware of which information can be found from other sources.

6 Implications for Research and Practice

This research aims to create, in an empirical fashion, the foundations for assisted tran-
script exploration. Through grounded theory, we provide empirical evidence and min-
imize assumptions on important content segments within FGA. Based on our observa-
tions, we form hypotheses for future work in this research field.

For the FGA categories we identified, the perceived rankings indicated that three of
these are more important than the others for an analyst. While the student ratings of the
transcript fragments have a discrepancy as questions have the second most positive rat-
ing, the remaining categories and practitioner ratings support the following hypothesis:

H1 The most important categories for processing a FGA into documentation are 1) the
current process, 2) the future process, and 3) explicitly discussed requirements.

Therefore, these categories should be the focus in generating automated documentation
as well as in any tooling that can interactively assist an analyst to explore transcripts.

Only a few requirements were explicitly mentioned in the transcripts. The main
focus of the analysis instead was on the current situation. Thus, we posit:

H2 The analyst uses bits and pieces of information gathered in the analysis to specify
the requirements for the project. Such information compares the current process
with existing product functionality to determine the future process.
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For future research, it is important to investigate to what extent the resulting require-
ments in a specification can be traced back to various segments of the transcript, and to
identify the sources for requirements not covered in the transcript.

Specifically looking at the configuration requirements in the transcripts, we observe
that these are mainly discussed together with the product functionality, driven by the
analyst. For example: “So the product can support approvals in multiple ways, which of
these would you prefer?”. This can then be discussed as part of a future process for the
customer. Additionally, there are segments of the current process that inform an analyst
how the software should be configured to minimize the process changes.

H3 Configuration requirements can mainly be found in transcript segments within the
categories on product functionality, current and future processes. Specifically when
discussing processes within the product software domain.

From anecdotal experience, configuration requirements are generally covered in the
analyst’s notes. However, detecting these in the transcripts can decrease the time spent
on digitizing notes and reduce the chance of missing configuration requirements.

In contrast, customization requirements are more often part of future process aims
that cannot be met by the software product. Generally, they find their motivation in
current processes, as the customer prefers not to change part of the process. Or in pro-
cesses unique to the customer’s domain. These unique processes are likely to result in
customization, as rationale for exclusion is less likely. Therefore, we posit:

H4 Customization requirements can be detected from future process discussions that
do not match the product functionality. Their justification can often be found in
current processes, especially for unique processes.

Detecting customer domain knowledge and information about the product functionality
is key in recognition of customization requirements. Also, domain knowledge seems
to impact the recognition of current process, as observed in the tagging differences.
Therefore, future research should take the role of domain knowledge into account, both
to conduct experiments as well as for building automated tools.

7 Discussion & Outlook

Summary. In this grounded theory study, we investigate and position fit-gap analysis
as a source of requirements. We performed extensive coding of a real-world data-set
and empirically discovered eight categories to categorize the contents of a FGA. We
discussed each of these categories through examples, and use the findings to build hy-
potheses to guide further research in the speech-driven requirements engineering field.

We answer our RQ1 on the categorization in FGA through the eight categories pre-
sented in Sec. 4. RQ2 on the most valuable content segments in FGA has been discussed
through the experiment in Sec. 5, which indicates current process, future process, and
discussed requirements as most valuable.

To support further research in speech-driven requirements engineering and to allow
other researchers build on our work, we made publicly available, in a persistent repos-
itory, the keywords and noun phrases identified in the categories. Though we acknowl-
edge that this is only an initial set, we expect this can be used to build NLP-powered
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tools that can recognize the categories. Our dataset also includes frequency and tagging
statistics to support replication.

Vision. We answer the MRQ by putting forward our vision. Our findings make us sur-
mise that a fully automated approach is unlikely. Many decisions need to be made while
processing a fit-gap analysis into a fit-gap document that guides the rest of the software
project. Most of these decisions cannot be traced back to the FGA transcript, as they are
essential part of the thinking process of the business analyst during requirements engi-
neering. We see the processing of FGA as an example of a non-algorithmic RE task,
using Tjong and Berry’s words [23].

We envision an interactive tooling that presents an analyst with relevant content seg-
ments, and an overview of the topics that are discussed in the analysis sessions. From
there, the analyst can determine which of these are interesting for the document they
are working on, and explore relevant segments in the transcripts. This perspective of in-
vestigating conversation contents is shared with other domains, prominently healthcare
[5,15]. Future research is necessary to determine similarities and differences.

Panichella & Ruiz [16] share a similar, yet different, vision. They argue for the use
of machine learning and ontology crawlers for automatic requirements documentation.
While we are too interested in the use of automation, our empirical observations indicate
that only few requirements are explicitly mentioned. Therefore, at least in the context
of fit-gap analysis, automation will have an important yet only partial role.

Validity. Due to the exploratory nature of this research, there is a limitation to external
validity. Despite its size (12 hours of recordings), we conducted a single case study;
therefore, it remains to be validated whether the findings can be generalized to different
software products, domains and elicitation techniques. For this reason, we only build
hypotheses from our findings as opposed to forming conclusions. To prevent conclu-
sion validity issues in our results, we have opted to only share observations from the
data collected from the survey as opposed to statistical conclusions. Both students and
practitioners participated in the validation of our research. Using students as a proxy for
practitioners in software engineering is often a point of discussion [6]. While there were
similar results in the perceived rankings of category importance, we did see differences
in the ratings of the segments. These are expected to be mostly a result of difference in
domain knowledge, and to a lesser extent experience. We minimized construct validity
threats by randomizing the initial category order, giving participants a random subset
of fragments and not explicitly showing to which categories the fragments belong.
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